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THE USE OF ALMON- AND OTHER DUMMYVARIABLE
PROCEDURES TO INCRtASE THE EFFICIENCYOF
MAXIMIZATION ALGORITHMS IN ECONOMICCONTROL
BMlcnAE;r. D. MCCARTHY AND CARLJ. PAL.ASiI*
Byconstraining the maximizing policy instru,nents to lie along a pol)'flon,ja/01cr time the
A/mon distributed lag technique can reduce the CPU lime of a typical control solution.To il-
lustiale its application. A/mon and non-A l,non techniques were used to maximizetwo objectire
fuiiciions. wit/i the MI'S quarterly econometric model serving as constraints. 7'heimposition of
AiSflOfl constraints yields improvements in computational efficiency, as well as highlyacceptable
solutions in an economic sense.
The past several years have witnessed substantial gains in theapplication
of formal optimal control techniques to econometricmodels.1Maximiza-
tion algorithms have provedsufficientlyefficient and accurate forpur-
poses of economic analysis. Nonetheless, the computer time (CPJ min-
utes) required for solution of control problems has generally beenso great
as to make extensive application prohibitive for most users. This note pro-
poses a simple technique that has the potential of reducing the CPU time
of a typical control solution to about one-fifth to one-half of what isnow
normally the case. -This technique consists of constraining the maximizing
policy instruments to lie along a polynomial over time and thus taking ad-
vantage of the Alnion distributed lagtechnique.2In section 1, the Aimon
technique is described and compared to those currently used. In section 2,
the results of applying the Almon technique to objective functionscon-
strained by theMPSeconometric model are discussed.
I. THE ALMON TECHNIQUE
Most maximization algorithms that are now used iterate on the
values of the policy instruments in each time unit (i.e. quarter) by the fol-
lowing formulae:
E111=E1,+ a3G,*D1
where E1, = the value of the th policy instrument in the 1th quarter on the
j°' iteration
The views expressed here are those ci the authors and do not necessarily reflect those
of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York or the Federal Reserve System, or the Council
of Economic Advisers.
See [2[, (3], [41, (51. 161, [7], [8], [91.
2See[l[.
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optimil scale factor on the ith iteration
G11,= value of the function of the gradient of the objective functon
J with respect to
=
constant weight associated with
1.hpolicy instrument
Consequently, the number of gradients that must he calculated per itera-
tionequals the product of policy instruments and quarters in the hori,o'
The Almon technique, which we propose, iterates on (lie values of
policy instruments in each quarter according to (he formulae:
= L11,+ [(Gt() DI
where = the function of the gradient of the objective function with
respect to the k'5 Almon coellicient for the 1th policy in-
strument on the1ihiteration.
= constant weight associated with the k
ihAlmon coeflicicnt
for the i° policy instrument.
r = the degree of the polynomial
The number of gradients that must be calculated per iteration, therefore.
equals the product of policy instruments and the degree of the polynonhia!
plus one. The Alnion technique will require fewer gradients if the degree
of the polynomial plus one is less than the number of quarters in the
horizon. We conjecture that the desired degree of the polynomial will
possibly increase as the horizon is lengthened, although the maximum de-
gree desired in most economic problems will he three.
The overall improvement in efficiency with the Almon technique de-
pends not only on the reduction in the number of gradients per iteration
but also on the number of iterations required to attain an optimum. It is
not apparent whether the Almon technique vill require more or less itera-
tions, in general, then non-Alnion techniques.
II. CONIPARIsON OFAl.\loNANI)NoN-At.1oN TicilNiQurs
In this section we report our initial results of applying the Alnwn
technique. Two objective functions were maximized both by Almon and
non-Almonmethods.5The MPS quarterly econometric model served as
constraints.
3Thc function of the gradient varies across algorithins.
4The gradient can be calculated either by numerical perturbation methodsor
ically. The rormer approach appears to be the host feasible for large econoniciric models
The analytic approach would require us to compute implicitly, at least, ,nT derivatives.
where in is the number oF policy instruments and T is the length of the horiion. andou!d
conflictiih our objective of reducing the number ofderivatves.
5The gradient algorithm was used m the Alrnoncase, while the conjugate gradiciii
algorithm was used in the non-A mon case. It has been shosn that the conjugate gradierii
226TABLEIa
where u = unemplo meni rate
= 10., Vi.
Refers to CPU time on an IBM 370/155.
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In the first example only one policy instrument,federal government
spending in 1958S (EGF), was used to maximize theobjective function
over a seven quarter horizon. Statement of the function andsummary are
given in Table I. The polynomial was specified firstas linear and then as
quadratic when applying the Almon technique. In addition,we experi-
rnented using constant weights, in the !inearcase. to multiply the gradi-
ents on each iteration.
It is apparent that the tremendous saving in CPUtime with the
Almon technique was accomplished both through fewercalculations of
gradients and through fewer iterations. The coincident loweroptimal
values of the objective function reflect the restriction ofthe space over
which the objective function is maximized, implicit in the Alinoncon-
straints. However as the Almon technique smooths thesequence of gov-
ernment spending over time, its solution is more acceptable inan eco-
nomic sense.6 The smoothing feature of the Almon techniquemay be an
added benefit to its time- saving feature.
The second problem is more complicated, consisting of three policy
instruments, EGF, the Treasury bill rate (RTB) and the efl'ective personal
income tax rate (UTFF), with an horizon of seventeen quarters. The ob-
jective function was that used in the NBER Model Comparison Seminar.7
In this example we experimented with both unequal constant weights
algorithm generally requires fewer iterations than the gradient algorithm in the non-Almon
case; see [21, 18].
61n other words, if Almon Constraints were not imposed. then constraints on EGF,
either through the objective function or through inequality constraints, would have had to
be specified to render the solution acceptable.
1Bounds on policy instruments were applied to guarantee an acceptable solution tn
both the Almon and non-Almon cases. Inequality constraints on the maximum change per
quarter were applied in the non-Almon case, as well.
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p = inflation rate --53.01971.1 1973.4
- 17.01974.1 1975.1
GAP = percentage of unused capacity in economy
TB = trade balance as a percent of GNP, current dollars
(b) DIk
17k,k0 .....r Vi
across gradients and unequal weights across policyinstruments. Sum-
mary statistics are given in Table 2. The small differencesin the values of
the objective function in conjunction withthe enormous saving in Cpu
time suggests the application of Almonconstraints on policy instruments
over time may be highly acceptable.
It is obvious that smoothing proceduresother than the Almonmay
also show promise. A sum of sinusoidalfunctions in time may be ofpar-
ticular interest. In addition, theuse of zero-one dummy variableproce- dures in the case of policyinstruments which typicallyare allowed to
change only periodically, i.e.tax rates, may be attractive.
K I lfori=EGF
Ill.CONCLUSION
The results presented hereare but a small sample. However, they
suggest that the imposition of Atnionconstraints on policy instruments
can lead to substantial improvement inefficiency while still yielding highly
acceptable optimal solutions inan economic sense. Much work remains
along these lines. Specifically,questions that must be addressedrelate to the extent of lost welfarewhen A Imon constraintsare imposed, the de-
teelns pcfcly usinhtms eadesdrlt
oteetn flsefrhnAIo osritrmoe,ted-
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